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Abstract
The role of social robots as advisors for decision-making is investigated. We examined how a robot advisor with logical
reasoning and one with cognitive fallacies affected participants’ decision-making in different contexts. The participants were
asked to make multiple decisions while receiving advice from both robots during the decision-making process. Participants
had to choose which robot they agreed with and, at the end of the scenario, rank the possible options presented to them. After
the interaction, participants were asked to assign jobs to the robots, e.g. jury or bartender. Based on the ‘like-me’ hypothesis
and previous research of social mitigation of fallacious judgmental decisions, we have compared participants’ agreement with
the two robots for each scenario to random choice using t-tests, as well as analysed the dynamical nature of the interaction,
e.g. whether participants changed their choices based on the robots’ verbal opinion using Pearson correlations. Our results
show that the robots had an effect on the participants’ responses, regardless of the robots’ fallaciousness, wherein participants
changed their decisions based on the robot they agreed with more. Moreover, the context, presented as two different scenarios,
also had an effect on the preferred robots, wherein an art auction scenario resulted in significantly increased agreement with
the fallacious robot, whereas a detective scenario did not. Finally, an exploratory analysis showed that personality traits,
e.g. agreeableness and neuroticism, and attitudes towards robots had an impact on which robot was assigned to these jobs.
Taken together, the results presented here show that social robots’ effects on participants’ decision-making involve complex
interactions between the context, the cognitive fallacies of the robot and the attitudes and personalities of the participants and
should not be considered a single psychological construct.
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1 Introduction

Current research and development in the field of social
robotics are positioning robots in a variety of roles, including
tutors, companions, and peers, and even as care providers [1–
4]. They have been used to assist elders with cognitive and
social impairments [5], to deliver psychosocial interventions
[6] and support rehabilitation [7,8], as well as to assist chil-
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dren in learning [2,3,9]. Social robots have been argued to
be implemented in various other contexts in the future, such
as bartenders [10] and psychologists [11], as well as jury
[12] and analysts[13]”. The more ubiquitous social robots
become, the more we will rely on them for continuous deci-
sion making, e.g. consulting with and seeking advice from
social robots on a daily basis [14–16].

Hence, an important goal of human–robot interaction
(HRI) research is to create a robot interaction inwhich people
feel comfortable and are willing to accept robots into their
social circles [17]. In the social robotics and HRI literature,
there are several psychological and neurocognitive expla-
nations for why and how humans perceive robots as social
entities and, in turn, accept their social presence [4]. Accord-
ing to the similarity effect [18] and the “like-me” hypothesis
[19,20], people are more attracted to people like them. The
early research into HRI investigated and explored the simi-
larity effect and the “like-me” hypothesis mainly in terms of
similarity as a visual stimulus (e.g. humanness of appearance
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or motion) [21,22]. These homophily effects were recently
studied in the context of HRI, where personalized robot
speech has been shown to affect trust [23]. Moreover, sev-
eral studies showed that task and appearance should match
[24,25]. Thus, we expect that social robots’ behavioural simi-
larities to humans play a meaningful role in shaping humans’
perceptions of them [26].

As social robots are designed and developed to take active
roles in our social lives, they are likely to engage with
humans in advising roles (e.g. as tutors, companions, and
even as care providers) and impact our decisions. When peo-
ple make decisions, they are prone to judgmental fallacies,
such as conjunction and disjunction fallacies [27–30]. These
fallacies mean they make decisions that contradict the logi-
cal choice—a choice that follows classic probability theory.
However, it has also been shown that when people consult
with other people, their fallacy rates decrease [31]. Further-
more, when experiencing social decision making, people
tend to conform and be influenced by their peers [32]. In
the context of HRI, social robots have been shown to induce
conformity [33] when the robot is the minority, but adults
resist social influence from a group of social robots [34].

The following question then arises: Will people prefer
social robots that are more like them, e.g. make fallacious
judgments, or more like “robots”, e.g. present logical rea-
soning? Moreover, we envision social robots to occupy more
diverse jobs [10–13], wherein different peoplewill encounter
them in various contexts. Thus, we wish to investigate
people’s perceptions in different contexts and how robots’
attributes and people’s personality traits affect these percep-
tions.

In this contribution, we aim to answer the following
research questions: Will people agree more with fallacious
robots than with logical robots? How does agreement change
with context? Which robots, i.e. fallacious or logical, will be
assigned to the jobs of jury, analyst, or bartender? How do
people’s attitudes and personalities affect their preferences
for robot advisors? Which robot will generally be preferred?

2 Related works

2.1 Judgmental fallacies

People tend to make judgmental fallacies [27]. A fallacious
behaviour is any behaviour that reflects a violation of basic
laws that stem from classic probability theory [35]. In this
paper, we focus on conjunction and disjunction fallacies,
which violate the law of total probability as follows: The
conjunction fallacy occurs when a person judges the prob-
ability of the conjunction of two events to be more likely
than either of the constituent events. For example, when peo-

ple assign a higher probability to the statement “Linda is a
bank teller and a feminist”, than to the statement “Linda is a
bank teller”, even though the latter is, by classical probabil-
ity laws, at least as probable as the former. The disjunction
fallacy occurs when a person judges the probability of the
disjunction of two events to be less likely than either of the
constituent events.

Previous studies have explored these fallacies and how
common their occurrence is in people, and all these previous
studies showed thatmost people tend tomake fallacious deci-
sions. The original paper [27] reported a frequency of 85%,
a paper from a decade ago [31] reported a frequency of 58%
and a recently published paper [36] reported a frequency of
50% for conjunction and 85% for disjunction.

However, several things can mitigate this behaviour. For
example, Charness [31] investigated the occurrence of con-
junction fallacies under conditions under which a group of
individuals were to consult with each other. In a treatment
with incentives, participants were informed that there was a
correct answer and that anyonewho chose this correct answer
would receive 4$. In the treatment without incentives, partic-
ipants were told that they would receive 2$ for filling out the
questionnaire. These experiments were conducted with indi-
viduals, pairs, and trios of participants. When no incentive
was given, the fallacy rates were 58%, 48% and 26% for sin-
gle participants, pairs and trios, respectively. For the incentive
condition, the fallacy rates were 33%, 13% and 10% for sin-
gle participants, pairs and trios, respectively. These results are
particularly interesting, as they show that incentives and/or
cooperation with other participants reduce fallacy rates.

It has also been shown that the method of presentation can
have dramatic effects on fallacy rates. Hertwig and Gigeren-
zer [30] replicated the results of [27] when the subjects were
asked to rank or give probabilities to different options. How-
ever, they asked subject frequency questions such as “200
women have the same description as Linda above. Out of
the 200 women, how many are bank tellers, bank tellers and
feminist, etc”. In this condition, the fallacy rates dropped
below 20 per cent. This study highlights the importance of
the question’s framing and its effect on fallacy rates.

Finally, Polakow et al. [37] showed in an online study that
when asked to “choose between ranking”, people make sig-
nificantly less fallacious judgments compared to when asked
to “rank” the statements. Moreover, the effect that social
robots have on fallacious decision-making was investigated.
In eachquestion, videos of two robots presented their answers
to a question, where one answer was fallacious and one was
logical. Participants had to choose which robot they agreed
with. It was shown that people significantly more often chose
the robot that answered logically. This result is similar to
results reported by Charness [31], i.e. robots had effects on
decision-making similar to those of human agents. In the cur-
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rent study, we have investigated interaction with real robots
in sequential decision-making scenarios.

2.2 Fallacious artificial agents

While there is limited research on the effects of fallacious
social robots, we can reflect on the matter when learning
about decision-making processes with social robots. More-
over, relevant studies with other types of artificial agents and
machines provide a meaningful context for the study of fal-
lacious social robots.

Social robots were previously found to have a genuine
effect on people’s decisions in a variety of contexts and set-
tings [4]. Social robots’ influence on people’s decisions is
usually determined by the robot’s available and related social
cues, as well as people’s expectations of the robot [38]. A
recent study [39] found that a social robot that demonstrates
more decisive behaviour (with minimal cues suggesting
hesitant behaviour) is evaluated as more mentalistic (vs.
mechanistic) compared to a social robot that demonstrates
more hesitant behaviour. Using prisoner’s dilemma games,
another study established that people have a strong recipro-
cal tendency to social robots, which might even surpass the
influence of the reward value of their decisions [40].

When social robots employ and demonstrate social cues,
these cues are often attributed to higher degrees of mind per-
ceptions [41] in terms of agency (the ability to plan and act)
and experience (the ability to sense and feel) [42]. Accord-
ingly, when social robots demonstrate human-like behaviour
and social cues, people have expectations of these agents to
similar those they have of humans [43]. Cognitive dissonance
and the discrepancy between users’ expectations of the agent
following the agent’s social cues and its performance typi-
cally affect people’s perceptions and reactions to the agent
and, accordingly, the likelihood of an agent influencing a per-
son’s decision-making [44]. For example, a previous study
demonstrated that conversational agents that used invasive
personalization techniques were perceived more negatively
(i.e. the agent was viewed as being riskier and users felt
in less control) than conversational agents that personalized
recommendations without invading users’ privacy. Accord-
ingly, this had a substantial effect on how users perceived the
recommendations that were provided by the agents and the
likelihood that a user would follow these recommendations
[45].

Based on these studies, we expect that social robots that
correspond better to human logic (more fallacious) will be
perceived in a more positive way and, accordingly, will have
a higher potential to influence people’s decision making.
This is in contrast to the aforementioned study of Charness
[31]. Hence, our study design delves deeper into this distinc-
tion, by presenting different contexts in which social robots

give advice, as well as more ecological scenarios exhibiting
sequential decision-making.

2.3 Social effects of imperfect robots

Previous studies have shown that imperfect robots, which
exhibit behavioural errors, have both social advantages and
disadvantaged in interactions with humans. On the one hand,
Short et al. [46] investigated a rock-paper-scissors interac-
tion. The robots behaved in one of the following three ways:
fair, verbally cheating, cheating by declaring a different hand
gesture that the one it performed. Their results showed that
the cheating robots elicited more social engagement than the
fair robots.

On the other hand, Salem et al. [47] studied how a robot’s
mistakes affect its trustworthiness and acceptance in human–
robot collaboration. They found that faulty robots did not
influence the task performance but were ranked as less trust-
worthy and reliable. Gompei and Umemuro [48] explored
speech errors of robots. They found that the timing of the
error influenced the familiarity and perceived sincerity of the
robots. Early errors lowered the perceived sincerity, while
later errors increased the robot’s familiarity.

Another study [49] investigated a social interaction in
which a robot and a human competed against each other. The
results showed that faulty robots were rated as being less
competent, reliable, and intelligent than error-free robots.
Despite these findings, participants reported having enjoyed
the interactions with the faulty robots more than those with
the error-free robots. In a recent study [50], a robot and
a human were required to complete LEGO building tasks
together. There were three scenarios in with the robot was
either faultless, committed social norm violations, e.g. by
interrupting the participant when she was talking, or engaged
in technical failures. They did not find significant differences
in people’s ratings of the robot’s anthropomorphism and
perceived intelligence, as measured by the Godspeed ques-
tionnaire [51]. However, participants liked the faulty robot
significantly more than the faultless robot.

These studies suggest that an imperfect robot, i.e. a robot
that behaves more like a human can sometimes be perceived
as more socially acceptable. However, how a robot is per-
ceived also depends on what the person thinks of it prior to
the interaction, which can be influenced by contextual prim-
ing.

2.4 Contextual priming

Multiple studies in the past have shown that priming for a
specific context or scenario in which one makes a decision
affects the outcome [52,53]; for example, it has been shown
that single words prime people and affect their impression of
a (fictional) character. Moreover, it was shown that the par-
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ticipants were not aware of the priming that influenced their
decisions. This study revealed that individuals’ recent expe-
riences could affect their perception of a fictional character.

One study [54] studied a fort game, wherein participants
were asked to imagine themselves as generals and the enemy
was going to attack their fort (from a specific direction).
They needed to protect the fort by allocating soldiers to the
gates. They showed that participants allocated their resources
differently based on whether analytical priming or holis-
tic priming was employed. Analytically primed participants
concentrated their resources in the gate closer to the enemy.
This is in contrast to participants who were primed with
the holistic condition, as they allocated their resources more
sparsely.

Another study [55] examined the difference between peo-
ple required to make a decision while examining all the
options either simultaneously or sequentially. They presented
the participants with multiple options where one of option
was obviously dominant over the others. Their results showed
that under the simultaneous condition, 84.42% of the partic-
ipants chose the dominant option versus 75.46% of those
under the sequential condition. Moreover, they repeated the
same procedure where the dominance relationship was more
transparent. In this case, the numbers dropped to 64.34%
(54.87%) under the simultaneous (sequential) condition.

In addition to contextual priming, the matching hypothe-
sis conveys the concept that the appearance of a robot should
match the task it performs [24,25]. Transformed to our sce-
nario, the hypothesis states that the cognitive behaviour of
the robot should match its task. Combining the matching
hypothesis and contextual priming gives rise to the hypothe-
sis that people will perceive and match robots with different
cognitive fallacies to different contextual scenarios.

2.5 Robot role and job assignment

People naturally assign roles to one anotherwhile interacting.
Similarly, when a person interacts with a robot, they also
assign a role to the robot. We were interested in whether the
fallaciousness of the robot’s behaviour affects which roles
people assign to them.

A study in which robots were described as either equip-
ment or coworkers found that technology use self-efficacy
and prior robot use experience were associated with more
positive attitudes towards both robot positions [56]. One
study [57] explored the roles that a child (13.67±0.71 years)
assigned to an educational robot after one or several inter-
personal interactions with the same robot. The participants
interacted with the robot (torso of a Nao [58]) multiple times
for 30minutes each time.During an interaction, they played a
serious game about sustainable development with the goal of
collaboratively creating a sustainable city. They found that
the participants perceived the robot not only as a tutor but

also as a classmate or a friend. After multiple encounters,
the participants saw the robot as less of a tutor and more as
a classmate. This study showed that participants can assign
multiple roles to robots.

Another study [59] examined how coworkers perceive a
robot that served the job of receptionist for a month. They
introduced a humanoid robot into a collaborative socialwork-
place. The humanoid’s primary task was to function as a
receptionist and provide general assistance to the customers.
After a month, they asked the coworkers to choose one use
of a social robot in a workplace from the following: cus-
tomer support, receptionist, public relations, not sure and
other. They found that most people assign the robot the job
of receptionist (54%) rather than customer support (31%),
public relations (7%) or concierge (8%). This showed that
people can imagine robots in multiple roles.

3 Research questions and hypotheses

The overarching research question in this study was whether
people interacting in a sequential decision-making process
prefer fallacious robots over logical robots. In other words,
do people agreewith, become influenced by and select robots
that repeatedly perform judgemental fallacies over those that
do not?

Based on [31,37], people should select non-fallacious
robots more, whereas based on the “like-me” hypothesis
[20,26] people should select fallacious robots more. Hence,
we wanted to address the context dependency of this prefer-
ence, meaning, do people’s preferences for fallacious robots
depend on the situation in which they encounter the robot?
Does it depend on the context of the decisions in which the
robots make judgmental fallacies?

Furthermore, we wanted to study whether people assign
different jobs to each robot. We selected the jobs of bar-
man [10], psychologist [11], analyst [13], jury member [12],
investment banker [60] and caregiver [5]. These jobs were
selected to be representative of different requirements, e.g.
more emotional (barman, psychologist, caregiver) and more
analytical (analyst, investment banker). In both context and
job selection, we hypothesize that logical-based scenarios
and jobs will promote selection of non-fallacious, or ratio-
nal robots, whereas emotional-based scenarios and jobs will
promote selection of fallacious, or irrational robots.

Moreover, we wanted to assess whether the robots’ falla-
ciousness affects how they are perceived by the participants.
Based on [46,50], we hypothesize that the fallacious robot
will be more likable.

Finally, the dynamic nature of the interaction was of
importance, namely, we did not want to contend with a sin-
gle decision on the part of the robots and the participants.
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We wanted to explore how repeated interactions with these
robots influence people’s decision making.

To answer these research questions, we designed a
dynamic interaction with two robots, one that makes fal-
lacious decisions and one that does not. The interaction
revolved around repeated decisions concerning the follow-
ing two scenarios (see Sec. 4.5.2). One scenario (detective)
revolved around a crime committed and evidence presented,
wherein the decisions to be made were with respect to which
suspect/s are more likely to have committed the crime. The
detective scenario was based on evidence and was thus con-
sidered to bemore intellectual and logical. A second scenario
(art auction) revolved around art pieces of various types and
artists, wherein the decisions to be made were with respect
to which art piece was worth more. The art scenario was
based on individual appreciation of art and artists and was
thus considered to be more emotional and subjective.

Our main pre-registered hypothesis can be found in [61],
whereas a full list of the hypotheses, tests and results can
be found in [62]. We list the most-noteworthy hypotheses
related to our central research questions below:

• Participants’ agreement with robots will be context-
dependent: they will agree with fallacious robots more
often than they will agree with logical robots in emo-
tional contexts (H1.1) [20,26] and vice-versa in logical
contexts (H1.2) [31,37].

• Participants’ job-assignments to robots will be job-
dependent: they will assign emotional-social jobs to
fallacious robots more often than to logical robots (H2.1)
[20,26] and vice-versa for logical jobs (H2.2) [31,37].

• Participants will change their decisions based on the
robots’ decisions (H3.1) [32,33]. Participantswill change
their opinion towards the robot they have agreed with
(H3.2).

• Participants will perceive the non-fallacious robot as
more intelligent (H4.1) [47], but less likable (H4.2)
[46,50] than the fallacious robot.

4 Methods

Consistent with recent proposals [63,64], we report how
we determined our sample size, all data exclusions, all
manipulations and all measures in the study. In addition,
following open science initiatives (e.g. [65]), the study was
pre-registered in AsPredicted.com [61], wherein the deiden-
tified data sets, full set of hypotheses and analyses associated
with this study are freely available online in [62]. By making
the data available, we enable and encourage others to pursue
tests of alternative hypotheses, as well as more exploratory
analyses.

4.1 Participants

One of the base effects of robots’ behaviour in our context
is how they are perceived [46–50,58,59]. The most relevant
study with this regard is Ref. [50]. Based on this study [50],
the difference in Godspeed’s likeability scale for the two
conditions of the robots is 0.37 with a standard deviation
of 0.63. Mann–Whitney U is used to compare the Godspeed
ranks. Taking a confidence level of 95% and a power of 80%,
the required sample size is 52 participants.

The study was conducted with 55 participants from Israel.
They were recruited from social networks and university fly-
ers. Five participants were excluded from the analysis due
to technical difficulties with the robots. Twenty-three of the
participants were female, and the mean age was 27.74 ± 8
years.

All participants signed consent forms, and the study was
approved by our institutional Internal Review Board.

4.2 Experimental design and stimuli

A laboratory experiment consisting of a within-subjects
2-factor experimental design with two problem-solving sce-
narios as treatments (art auction vs detective task) was
conducted.

The colours of the two NAO robots were different, i.e.
one was red and one was blue; one robot was on the left,
and the other was on the right, Fig. 1. The robots had two
different and opposite behaviours. One repeatedly made a
conjunction fallacy, and the other did not. In other words, the
probabilities communicated by the robots were determined
by whether they were fallacious, e.g. pA < pA∩B < pB , or
not, e.g. pA∩B < pA < pB .

In a randomized order, all participants completed the two
scenarios with the two NAO robots (see App. A, B). One
scenario was about a detective task, and the other was about
an art auction. The problem-solving approach in the first sce-
nario (detective task, App. A) ismore analytical, as it is based
on clues and facts regarding the incident. The second sce-
nario (art auction, App. B) is more latent and abstract, as it
is concerned with the subjective appreciation of the value of
art.

The location, colour, and behaviour of the robots, as well
as the order of the scenarios, were randomized. Therefore,
there are eight possible combinations in total, i.e. two scenar-
ios, two sides and two colours of the robots. Each participant
encountered a single combination. For example, a possi-
ble combination involved having the red robot on the right,
behaving logically, and the first scenario was the art auction.

Given this design, the number of participants in each
experimental combination is as follows: Auction (N = 23)
or Detective (N = 27) as the first story; Blue (N = 22) or
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup. One
robot is located on the right, and
the other robot is on the left. In
the middle, there is an elevated
laptop, and the screen is at the
same height as the robot’s
shoulders

Red (N = 28) robot on the right; Blue (N = 25) or Red
(N = 24) robot as logical.

4.3 Measurements

During the study, we used measurements in three sections
(see Fig. 2).

Prior to the interaction with the robots, the participants
completed the following: (i) demographic questionnaire: age,
gender, education; (ii) big five inventory (BFI) for personality
rates: extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neu-
roticism and openness; (iii) negative attitudes towards robots
(NARS) [66], which asks about negative attitudes towards
situations and interactions, social influence of robots, emo-
tions in interaction with robots.

During the interaction with the robots, the participants
were asked the following two types of questions: (i) choose
between the two robots (Q3, Q6, Q10) and (ii) rate proba-
bilities by entering a number between 0%− 100% (Q1, Q4,
Q7). This is repeated two times, once for each of the two
scenarios.

After the interaction with the robots, participants were
asked several types of questions, as follows: (i) a comparative
Godspeed questionnaire [51] that consists of five scales that
are relevant to evaluating the perception of (social) human–
robot interaction: anthropomorphism, animacy, likeability,
perceived intelligence, and perceived safety. In our setup,
the participants rated both robots simultaneously on each
Godspeed item, i.e. they had to rate each robot on each item,
wherein the items appear simultaneously for both robots;
(ii) choose one of the two robots for different jobs, general
preference, and (hypothetically) taking it home; and (iii)open
question on any difference between the robots.

4.4 Analysis methods

We have used various analysis methods in our study (full
hypotheses list and their analysis can be found in [62]). For
count comparisons to random choice in each scenario, we

have used a one-sided Binomial test. For the analysis of the
number of agreements for each robot in each scenario, we
have used the one-tailed t-test.

Correlations between robot’s answers and the participant’s
answers were analysed using the Pearson correlation test.
For job assignments, we have used a multi-linear regression
analysis, wherein the personality traits and attitude towards
robots were the predictors of the assignment of the robots to
a specific job.

4.5 Procedure

4.5.1 Experimental setup

The system consisted of two NAO robots and a laptop in
the middle. The participants completed the questionnaires
using an additional computer that was placed near the sys-
tem (Fig. 1). A participant entered the experiment room and
sat down. First, the participant was given instructions to pay
attention to what the robots said and to answer all the ques-
tions. Then, the participant sat in front of the computer to
complete the questionnaires (BFI, NARS). After finishing
them, the robots were revealed, and the interaction began.
There was an app on the laptop that presented the story
(textually and verbally). In each advance in the interaction
(Fig. 2:right), a newscreen appeared in the app.New informa-
tion was written on the screen and verbally conveyed, using
prerecorded speech, to the participant. Then, depending on
the question, the app presented the participant the option to
rate probabilities, choose a robot or rank probabilities by
order. The robots talked and moved, one after the other, and
the order in which the robots talked was assigned randomly
by the app. After the interaction with the robots was fin-
ished, the participant was asked to complete the remaining
questions (Fig. 2: left) on the computer.
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Fig. 2 The flow of the experiment. Left: the full flow of the experiment. Right: full flow of one interaction (scenario) out of two with the robots.
The full scenarios are given in the appendices A and B

4.5.2 Study flow

The full experimental flow is shown inFig. 2.Before the inter-
action with the robots began, each participant was given two
personality-related questionnaires, namely, BFI and NARS.

Following these questionnaires, the robots were revealed
to the participants, and one of the following two scenarios
(see appendices A, B) was introduced: a scenario about a
detective task and another about an art auction. During the
interaction, the participant took turns with the robots. First,
the participant had to make a judgmental decision (Q1) by
rating the probability of three options, where each option
was rated on a slider from 0%–100%, with a 10% increment.
Then, after receiving more information about the scenario,
each of the two robots communicated its own judgmental
decision (Q2) by speaking their assigned probabilities for
each option. The fallacious robot gave the probabilities of
the three options in a fallacious order. For example, in the
Detective Scenario, the fallacious robot said: “The probabil-
ity that suspect C is the robber is 90%, the probability that
suspect D is the robber is 50%, and the probability that sus-
pects C and D committed the robberies together is 70%”.
The non-fallacious robot gave probabilities that represented

a rational order. For example, “The probability that suspect
C is the robber is 90%, the probability that suspect D is the
robber is 70%, and the probability that suspects C andD com-
mitted the robberies together is 50%”. The robots’ rating was
followed by the following question given to the participant:
“Which robot do you agree with?” (Q3).

This sequence of participant rating, robot rating and par-
ticipant agreement was repeated for a different combination
of items to rate (Q4-6). Then, the participant was asked to
rate all probabilities of items and their conjunctions (Q7).
Both robots communicated their top three items (Q8), fol-
lowed by the participants’ report of their final decision (Q9).
The participant was then asked to choose which robot they
would hire as a detective or art buyer.

The entire procedurewas repeated for the second scenario,
where the order of the two scenarios was randomized across
participants.

To summarize, for each scenario, a participant provided
a rating twice, reported agreement with one of the robots
twice, ranked all probabilities, chose the top ranked prob-
ability, and assigned two jobs. The robots presented their
opinion three times: provided two ratings and presented the
top three ranked probabilities.
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Table 1 Participants’ fallacy
rates in both scenarios in the
question in which they were
asked to rate probabilities

Scenario Q1 Q4

Art 0.82 0.72

Detective 0.66 0.66

After the interaction, we asked the participants which
robot they preferred. First, with a comparative Godspeed
questionnaire, we asked the participants to choose one of the
robots for each of the following six jobs: barman, psycholo-
gist, analyst, jury member, investment banker and caregiver.
These jobs were selected to be representative of different
requirements, e.g. more emotional (barman, psychologist,
caregiver), more analytical (analyst, investment banker),
more social (psychologist, caregiver), etc.

Ultimately, to obtain a general notion of preference, we
asked the participants the following questions: “Which robot
would you take home? Why?” and “Did you notice a differ-
ence between the robots? What was it?”

5 Results

5.1 Participants’ fallacies

In questions Q1 and Q4 (Fig. 2), participants were asked to
rank the following three probabilities: the probabilities of the
two options and their conjunction. In all four questions, more
than 60% of the participants made the conjunction fallacy
(Table 1). Note that in the art scenario, more people made
fallacious decisions than in the detective scenario, albeit not
significantly so (χ2(1, N = 100) = 2.969, p = 0.085).
These fallacy rates decreased in the range reported in previ-
ous studies on conjunction fallacy [27,29,30].

5.2 Participants agreedmore with fallacious robots
but only in emotional contexts

The participants were asked if they agreed with the robot
twice (Q3, Q5, Fig. 2) in each scenario, i.e. four times in
total. The analysis shows that participants agreed with the
fallacious robot 57.5% of the choices (p=0.04, two-tailed
Binomial test). In a second analysis, the number of times each
participant agreed with the fallacious robots ranged from 0 to
4 (normalized to [0, 1]). A one-sample t-test was performed
to check if these choices differed from random choice. The
one sample t-test results entail that the difference between
participants’ agreement with the fallacious robot and a ran-
dom decision was not significant. Nevertheless, we observed
a positive trend in the sample (μ = 0.58 ± 0.29, t49 =
1.82, p = 0.074, d = .26).

We continued to test H1.1 and H1.2 and performed the
same analysis for the art and detective scenarios, respectively.

In each scenario, participants made two choices. The analy-
sis shows that in the art scenario participants agreed with the
fallacious robot 61% of the choices (p = 0.0178, one-tailed
Binomial test) supporting H1.1., whereas in the detective
scenario they agreed with the fallacious robot 54% of the
choices (p = 0.81, one-tailed Binomial) not supporting
H1.2. In a second analysis, the number of times each par-
ticipant agreed with the fallacious robots ranged from 0 to 2
(normalized to [0, 1]), Fig. 3. A t-test was performed to check
if these choices differed from a random choice. The partici-
pants were more inclined to agree with the fallacious robot,
although the effect was only significant for the art scenario
(μ = 0.61± 0.38, t49 = 2.037, p = 0.047, d = .29). These
results support H1.1. In the detective scenario, the selections
did not differ from randomselections (μ = 0.54±0.39, t49 =
0.727, p = 0.471, d = .1) and do not support H1.2.

5.3 Participants changed their decision based on the
robot they agreed with

To test the hypothesis that the participants were influenced by
the robots’ communicated decisions, we performed a Pear-
son correlation test on P(D) between the participants and
the robots’ answers, where the robots were labelled by their
behaviour, i.e. logical or fallacious. The participants rated
this probability for the first time in Q4 after hearing the
robots’ rating in Q2. Our analysis shows that the robots’
decisions were significantly correlated with the participants’
decisions only in the detective scenario between the logical
robot and the participants’ answer (Detective, logical robot:
r = 0.33, p = 0.02, fallacious robot: r = 0.21, p = 0.14.
Art, logical robot: r = 0.17, p = 0.23, fallacious robot:
r = 0.09, p = 0.55). These results partly support H2.1.

We continued to test whether these effects were depen-
dent on the robot that the participants agreed with. To test
this hypothesis, we performed a Pearson correlation test on
P(D) between the participants and the robots’ answers, now
labelled by which robot they chose or agreed with in Q3,
Table 2. Our analysis shows that the chosen robot’s decisions
were significantly correlated with the participants’ decisions,
whereas the other robot’s decisions were not (Detective sce-
nario: r = 0.57, p < 0.0001, art scenario: r = 0.45, p <

0.001). These results support H2.2.
Another analysis shows that participants changed the

probability P(A) provided in question Q4 from that previ-
ously provided in question Q1 after hearing the robots in Q2,
which did not rate that probability (Table 3).

Questions Q7-Q9 were ranking questions. First, the par-
ticipants ranked all the options in question Q7. Then, the
robots presented their top three probabilities in question Q8.
Finally, in question Q9, the participant was asked to choose
the most likely option for each scenario. In the art (detec-
tive) scenario, 68% (80%) of the participants changed their
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Fig. 3 Percentage of times that
the fallacious robot was chosen
in each scenario (the dashed line
indicates a random selection,
50%). * (p = 0.047)

Table 2 Correlations between the probability a participant gave to con-
text D in question Q4 and the same probability the robots gave in
question Q2. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001

Robots’ probability (Q2) Chosen Not-chosen

Person probability (Q4) Detective 0.57*** −0.09

Art 0.45*** −0.19

Table 3 Difference between the probability P(A) participants provided
in question Q1 and then again in question Q4. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.0001

Difference t-test

Detective −0.11 ± 0.21 −3.74***

Art 0.19 ± 0.27 5.17***

top ranking. Out of these participants, 50% (64%) did not
change to one of the robots’ top rankings, and 26% (25%)
chose the same option as the fallacious robot chose. In the
art scenario, 18% (12%) of the participants changed their
selection to match the one chosen by the robot they chose in
question Q6 (Q3). In the detective scenario, 25% (25%) of
the participants changed their selection to match that of the
robot they chose in question Q6 (Q3).

Taken together, these results suggest that the participants
were influenced by the decisions expressed by the robots,
especially those of the robot they agreed with last in the
detective scenario.

5.4 Exploratory analysis: attitudes and personality
affect robot job assignment

We have conducted an exploratory analysis with the goal of
investigating how attitudes towards robots and personality
traits may affect the selection of specific robot advisors to
different jobs. For this purpose, we performed a Binomial
test on each of the jobs, to analyse if the fallacious robot was
selected more than the non-fallacious. Our analysis shows
that no significant difference was found (Investment p =
.66, Analyst p = .66, Jury p = .44, Barman p = .76,
Psychologist p = .88, Caregiver p = .33).

We continued to test whether participants preferred a spe-
cific robot to take home.We found that there is no significant
preference towards one of the robots over the other (p = .66).

We also found that participants could not consciously
detect the difference between the robots (p = .23). At the
end of the questionnaire, we asked the participants to rate
both robots on the Godspeed scale. For all subscales, no sig-
nificant difference was found between the robots.

However, to investigate whether personality traits or
attitudes towards robots affect robot job assignment, a multi-
linear regressionwas performed. The dependent variablewas
calculated as the (normalized) number of jobs participants
assigned to the fallacious robots out of all six jobs. Thus,
assignment of the fallacious robot to all 6 jobs was coded as
1, and assignment of the logical robot to all 6 jobs was coded
as 0. The independent variables were the personality traits
from the BFI and NARS. A significant regression equation
was found (F8,41 = 3.107, p = 0.008) with R2 = 0.377.
The participants’ predicted job assignment to the fallacious
robot is equal to 1.26 + 0.13 ∗ Agreeableness − 0.14 ∗
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Fig. 4 Participants that changed
their choice from question Q7 to
question Q9 for both scenarios.
For each scenario: (Left bar)
Participants who changed their
top ranking; (Middle bar):
participants who changed their
top ranking to that of the
fallacious robot; (Right bar)
participants who changed their
top ranking to that of the robot
they last chose (in question Q6)

Neuroticism. The job assignment to the fallacious robot
increases as participants are rated as more agreeable and
decreases as participants are rated as more neurotic. Both
agreeableness and neuroticism were significant predictors of
job assignment to the fallacious robot.

To further study these effects, we conducted a logistic
regression to each of the six jobs plus the two jobs after
each scenario Q10, with Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons.We found that only the detective jobwas signif-
icantly predicted butwith context (art/detective) dependence.
For the art scenario, the detective assignment was affected
by the negative emotions towards robots, Detective(art) =
−3.14 ·Emotions, p = 0.005. That is, participants who had
more negative emotions towards robots assigned the detec-
tive job to the robot. For the detective scenario, the detective
assignment was affected by the participants’ personality
traits (BFI), Detective(detective) = 3.63·Agreeableness
−2.47 · Conscientiousness −2.82 · Neuroticism, p =
0.0007. That is, participants who were rated as more agree-
able preferred to assign the fallacious robot to the detective
job. In addition, if a participant was rated as more consci-
entious and neurotic, he or she preferred to assign the logic
robot to the detective job.

Taken together, this exploratory analysis suggests that par-
ticipants’ personality traits, most notably agreeableness and
neuroticism, predicted their job assignment.

5.5 Open question analysis

At the end of the interaction, we asked the participants
which of the robots they would take home and why. While
there was no significant difference in preference between

the robots, their answers were very informative. We subdi-
vided the explanations into five attributes that the participants
described, as follows (Fig. 5):

• Colour: “I prefer the colour blue”, “blue is calmer”, or
“red is relaxing”.

• Movement and speech of the robot: “move smoother”,
“talk clearer”, or “higher language”.

• Think like the participant: “closer to me”, or “compatible
with the way of thinking”.

• Its logic: “logical”, ‘rational”, or “analytical”.
• Holistic characteristics: “emotional, conversationalist”,
“cute”, or “not anxious”.

Although there is no significant difference between peo-
ple who preferred the fallacious robot to those who preferred
the logical one in their explanation, a trend is visible. Inter-
estingly, participants that preferred to take the logical robot
home, based their decision on holistic properties of the
robot (p=0.44 two-tailed Binomial test) and its movement
and speech (p=0.72 two-tailed Binomial test) more than
the participants that chose the fallacious robot. In addition,
participants that chose the fallacious robot explained their
decision by the robot’s logicmore than participants that chose
the logical robot (p=0.44 two-tailed Binomial test).

Intriguing, upon examining the subscales that emerged
from the open questions (Figure 5) again, similarities
between the subscale and Godspeed’s subscales were found,
i.e. anthropomorphism vs. holistic, animacy vs. colour,
movement and speech, likeability vs. thinks like me and
perceived intelligence vs. logic. A study by Deshmukh and
colleagues [67] found that the understandability of robots’
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Fig. 5 The reasons participants
took robots home, categorized
according to the attributes of the
explanation

gestures was correlated with Godspeed. The results of the
study suggest a positive correlation between anthropomor-
phism, altruism and perceived intelligence but a negative
correlation between likeability and perceived safety. These
findings support our findings that participants were able to
justify which robot they preferred to take home based on how
they understood the robots’ behaviour.

6 Discussion

This study investigated how robot advisor’s logic (fallacious
or not) affected participants’ decisionmaking in two different
scenarios (art and detection stories). Prior research regard-
ing fallacious robot advisors was inconsistent, namely, the
“like-me’ hypothesis [19,20] and homophily phenomenon
[23] predict that people will prefer robots that behave like
themselves, i.e. in a fallacious manner, whereas social deci-
sion making [31,37] has been shown to mitigate selection
of fallacious options. Hence, our main research question was
whether the context affects the preference, or agreement with
fallacious robot advisors, suggested by the matching hypoth-
esis [24,25]. We thus hypothesized that in the art scenario,
which involvesmore emotional and less rational aspects, peo-
ple will agree more with the fallacious robot, whereas in the
detective scenario, which is based on evidence and requires
analytical thinking, people will agree more with the logical
robot advisor.

To answer these questions, we designed a novel exper-
imental design wherein participants and two NAO robots,
one fallacious and one logical,made repeated decisions in the

two aforementioned scenarios. During the interactions, the
robots presentedmultiple answers and the participants had to
decide which robot they agreed with. After the interactions,
the participant had to rank the robots and assign them to dif-
ferent jobs that differ by their skills (emotional/rational). To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time social robots
with cognitive fallacies were used to help participants make
decisions.

We found that (i) participants were more likely to agree
with the fallacious robots in the emotional context; (ii) par-
ticipants altered their opinions relating to the robots they
agreed with, regardless of its logic; and (iii) while there was
no preference in the jobs assigned to the robots, personality
traits affected the job assignment, wherein participants who
were more agreeable and less neurotic opted to assign the
fallacious robot to these jobs. Interestingly, in the art auc-
tion scenario, participants who had more negative emotions
towards robots assigned the fallacious robot to the detective
job, while in the detective context, the personality traits of the
participants affected the detective assignment. In the end, we
investigated why participants chose to (hypothetically) take
home one robot and found that there were five attributes that
participants based their choice on. Themain reasons included
logic for the fallacious robots and holistic characteristics for
the logical robot.

The presented study attempts to represent real-life deci-
sion making processes by being dynamic, include real robots
in two different contexts and involve real people with atti-
tudes and personalities. We henceforth discuss these unique
attributes and the insights our study presented.
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6.1 Participants changed their decisions based on
the robot they agreed with

The participants provided ratings similar (with higher corre-
lation) to those of the robot they agreed with (H2.2), whether
or not it was the logical robot (H2.1). This means that the per-
ceived logic of the robots by the participants (agree/disagree
with) affects the participants’ ratings more than the actual
robot logic (fallacious/ logical). Additionally, in the last
question in each scenario, the participants changed their top
ranking after hearing the rankings of the robots. However,
they did not change it to the robot they agreed more with or
to the last robot they agreed with.

The participants made decisions that correlated with the
robot they agreed with. This may be an example of con-
firmation bias [68], such that the participants confirmed
their previous agreement with the robots by repeating their
answers again.

However, another explanation for this is that they made
this decision based on the information given and not based
on the robot and then agreedwith the robot that compliedwith
their decision. This explanation does not explain the fact that
participants changed their ranking after hearing the ranking
provided by the robot, since there was no new information
in between.

The decoy effect [69] may explain why participants
changed their opinion from the first time they were asked to
rank. Their own opinion may have been the dominant pref-
erence, whereas the robot they agreed with more’s answer
might have been a decoy, i.e. the asymmetrically dominated
alternative.

In question Q4 (Fig. 2), participants were asked again
about probability of concept A. Between question Q1 to Q4,
there was no additional information about concept A yet par-
ticipants changed their answer to this option (Table 3). One
model that can explain this result is the quantum model [70],
wherein decision making is modelled as a quantum system,
with quantum probability. This model tries to explain several
interesting phenomena via quantum effects, such as interfer-
ence and collapse of thewave function. One of these effects is
quantum entanglement, wherein if two concepts are quantum
entangled, measuring or asking about one concept changes
the probability of the other. In our context, this model may
explain the change in concept A, even though no information
was added.

6.2 Participants agree with specific robots,
depending on the context

Each participant chosewhich robot he or she agreedwith four
times in total, i.e. twice in each scenario. In disagreementwith
our H1.1 hypothesis, the participants did not agree more with
the fallacious robot (or the logical robot). Interestingly, the

result was different for each separate scenario. Under the art
context, the participants agreed significantly more with the
fallacious robot.

Polakow et al. [37] and Charness et al. [31] showed that
participants are less likely to make fallacious decisions after
hearing the opinions of other agents (humans in [31] and
social robots in [37]). Our results show that this is not always
the case, as in the current study, the participants heard the
robot’s opinions on other concepts. In otherwords, they never
had to make a ranking decision on exactly the same concepts
the robots talked about. This shows that the mere presence
of other agents does not suffice to reduce fallacy rates, but
rather the presentation of options by the other agents upon
which the participant needs to make a decision.

Furthermore, we deliberately chose two different scenar-
ios, i.e. one that was more emotional (art) and one that
was more logical (detective), to investigate the connection
between the context, i.e. scenario, and participants’ agree-
ment with different social robot advisors. This is in line with
the study, showing that analytical priming did not succeed
in reducing the endorsement of irrational gambling beliefs
[54,71]. However, in our art scenario, there was emotional
priming, which we found to increase the endorsement of fal-
lacious robots. Our results show that social robot advice is
complex and context-dependent. There is no single robot
advisor that participants agree with. In different contexts,
participants agreed with different robots.

6.3 The effects of personality traits and attitudes
towards robots on robot job assignment

In total, there were six jobs to assign to the robots. The par-
ticipants did not assign the jobs more to the fallacious or
logical robots, and they did not have a preference regarding
which robot to take home. The participants’ personalities
affected which robot they preferred for the jobs, where par-
ticipants who were more agreeable assigned more jobs to
the fallacious robot, whereas neurotic participants assigned
more jobs to the logical robot.

These results contradict a previous study [72], where,
using regression analysis, it was found that high scores of
neuroticismwere associatedwith high irrationality.However,
another study [73] found that participants who were more
agreeable had a higher degree of irrationality, whereas it was
also found that agreeableness is negatively related to irra-
tional beliefs [74]. While these results might be contrary to
our result, these papers examined irrational beliefs of people
while our study investigated job assignments for fallacious
agents.

To study a specific job assignment, a logistic regression
was performed. The detective job was found to be signifi-
cantly predicted by personality traits and attitudes, but it was
context dependent. In the art context, the NARS affected
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the detective job assignment; i.e. participants who had more
negative emotions towards interactions with robots preferred
to assign the fallacious robot to the detective job. However,
in the detective context, the BFI affected the detective job
assignment; i.e. the participants who were rated as more
agreeable preferred to assign the fallacious robot to the detec-
tive job. On the other hand, the participants who were rated
as more conscientious and neurotic preferred to assign the
logical robot to the detective job.

These results suggest that the job assignment is highly
dependent on the person’s personality and that context medi-
ates the personality traits that affect job assignment.

6.4 Explicit and implicit perception of robot fallacies

We also studied whether participants noticed the differences
in the robots. We found that they did not consciously (God-
speed, choices) or explicitly (based on the answer to the
question regarding if they noticed a difference between the
robots) perceive a difference between the robots. This sug-
gests that the difference in response, e.g. preference for the
fallacious robot in the art auction context, was subconscious
in nature [75,76]. Future studies can delve deeper into this
subconscious preference, via neurophysiological markers,
e.g. eye tracking and EEG [77,78].

At the end of the questionnaire, we asked participants
the following question: “Which robot would you take home
and why?” There was no preference for one robot over
the other (48%/52%). Nonetheless, the participants justi-
fied their choices based on the robots’ behaviour and logic.
The most influential factors were the mental characteris-
tics of the robot. Curiously, the participants who chose
the logical robot justified their choice based on holistic
characteristics. In contrast, the participants who chose the
fallacious robot rationalized this choice based on the logical
characteristics of the robots. On the other hand, no differ-
ences between the robots (and take home choices) were
found.

7 Conclusions

This study utilized two robots as advisors to participants for
decision-making in different contexts. Participants’ decisions
were affected by the robot advisors. Additionally, our results
suggest that the context (scenario) affected the participants’
perception of the robots. Interestingly, participants’ person-
ality traits and attitudes towards robots also had a non-trivial
effect on their job assignment for the robots.

Taken together, our study suggests operational recom-
mendations for the design of social robot advisors. The
scenario in which the robots provide advice should be taken
into consideration when selecting both their logic and their

assigned jobs. One should not use a one-size-fits-all design,
as we have shown that people are influenced by these differ-
ent aspects. Furthermore, knowing the users’ personalities
can help in designing the proper advisor logic, as we have
shown that people’s neuroticismand agreeableness traitsmay
affect their perception of such advisors. Finally, we have
shown that people are influenced by social robotic advisors;
hence, their usage in more general settings merits further
investigation.

In the future, a better understanding of the different con-
texts and the robots’ logic is needed. Additional contexts
should be added to explore a wider range of associations.
Moreover, the participants should also be asked how they per-
ceive the context. Finally, studying other types of judgmental
fallacies and their effects on robot perceptions is another
interesting research direction.

To conclude, robots’ judgemental fallacies andhumanpar-
ticipants’ decision-making and perceptions follow a complex
interaction mediated by context, personality and attitudes.
Studying this interaction is an important task for future
human–robot decision-making collaboration.
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Appendix A Detective scenario

1. A diamond shop was robbed. The police came straight
away and caught a couple of people (separately) near
the scene, but no diamonds were found. The detective
assigned to the case is sure, with no doubt, that at least
one of the suspects robbed the shop. You and the robots
need to help the detective figure out who robbed the shop.
The suspects are as follows:

(a) Suspect - A: Is tall and is wearing a black Louis Vuit-
ton leather jacket and a Rolex watch.

(b) Suspect - B: Has blonde hair and had a cut above his
or her left eyebrow.

2. Person rate A, B, A and B.
3. New information:

(a) Suspect - C: Tried to run from the scene when the
police asked to stop.

(b) Suspect - D: Is not willing to talk without a lawyer
present.

4. Robots rate C, D, C and D:
5. Ask the person which robot he or she agrees with?
6. Person: after hearing the person the robots chose, rate A

and C:
7. New information: Suspect B told the police that she

got the cut when from a tree branch when she took
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her dog for a walk a few hours prior to the incident.
Suspect D is still refusing to talk even after the lawyer
arrived.

8. Robots: give their ratings for B and D.
9. Ask the person which robot he or she agrees with?

10. Person: rank all the possibilities.
11. Robots: also provides rankings of the top three possibil-

ities.
12. The detective asks, “Who did it?” (to see if the robots’

rankings affected the person’s rankings)

Appendix B Art scenario

1. In the last couple of years, the market for fine art has
been booming. Last year, the most expensive piece of
artwork that was sold was an expressionist oil painting
by a late famous artist. Additionally, last year, one item
that caught themost attention around theworldwasmade
by a famous young graffiti artist. Tonight, you and the
two robots went to an art auction together. There were
expressionist paintings to realistic sculptures of horses
and even a few pieces of graffiti artwork. The auction
was a great success, though not all the pieces were sold.
Person: What piece do you think was sold for the highest
price? Rate the options:

(a) A realistic piece. (A)
(b) A piece from a famous artist. (B)
(c) A realistic piece made by a famous artist. (A∩B)

2. New information: One piece received a great deal of
attention from the young investors in the audience.

3. Robots: Which piece do you think it was?

(a) An expressionist piece. (C)
(b) A piece from a young artist. (D)
(c) An expressionist piecemade by a young artist. (C∩D)

4. Ask the person which robot he or she agrees with?
5. Person: After hearing the robots, person rate A and D:
6. New information: the most expensive artwork in the auc-

tion contained a figure of a person, but it was not clear
what was it made of.

7. Robots: Give their ratings for A and D.
8. Ask the person which robot he or she agrees with?
9. Person: rank all the possibilities.

10. Robots also provide rankings of the top three possibili-
ties.

11. The person is being asked, “What was themost expensive
artwork that was sold?” (to see if the robots’ rankings
affected the person’s rankings)

12. Which robot would you hire as an art buyer?
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